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Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 256 pages. We all
act out lives in a play with no written script, with a cast of other
characters, and with no dress rehearsal that moment to
moment places us into major and minor roles as we are
propelled forward on the stage by forces both visible and
invisible. The central idea of this novel is to reveal the power
and influence of acquaintances, friends, and even total
strangers in shaping the choices we make in our lives. These
earthly angels in Why Birches Are White dramatically impact
the lives of a man and a woman. At the height of the Cold War
in 1987 a peace march was planned from Saint Petersburg to
Moscow in the Soviet Union. The journey took a company of
total strangers: two hundred and fifty Americans and an equal
number of walkers from the Soviet Union on a trek into
previously forbidden territories and relationships. The Peace
Walkers were greeted by close to one million Soviet citizens in
five weeks. To celebrate the event the National Soviet Peace
Committee chose to feature one American walker, a man from
Moscow, Idaho in a short documentary. They asked a woman...
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A whole new e book with a new point of view. This is certainly for all those who statte there had not been a well worth
looking at. I am just very easily could get a delight of looking at a created pdf.
-- Hym a n Goyette-- Hym a n Goyette

A whole new e book with a new perspective. I could comprehended almost everything using this written e ebook. I am
very happy to inform you that here is the greatest ebook i have read in my very own life and may be he best
publication for ever.
-- Dee Ha lvor son-- Dee Ha lvor son
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